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LOCAL IMPACTS OF THE DEREGULATION AND
INTERNATIONALISATION OF ELECTRICITY SUPPLY ON THE EU
MARKET WITH SOME EXAMPLES FROM NORTHERN EUROPE

Mr. Philip MODING
General Secretary of KSQ, Group of Municipalities with NPP in Sweden

Summary
The main message of this paper is a hypothesis on the growing gap bet- ween the local
and the European level, between the large scale actors on the European and global
market on the one side and the local actors, especially the local and regional politicians,
on the other. The Nations regulary often create different rules for the electricity market.
As a con- sequence energy companies have to adjust their business from country to
country and within EU.

The market trends of electricity and energy in Europe are similar to those of other large
scale industries. The common trends are clear: internatio- nalization and deregulation.
As lessons are learnt from the local point of view, this paper discusses what the EU and
other important, internatio- nal actors could and should do to strengthen the legitimate
rights of the concerned local and regional population, most often through the elected
politicians. On the local level we feel more and more as smaller and smaller pawns in a
game, often dominated by anonymous and powerful actors. The national political scene
is more and more a too limited area also regarding local affairs.

The contents of this paper include four points:

1. From the Romans and from the Vikings to EU and.... History
2. The history of siting and of closing nuclear facilities.... Nuclear
3. The new Geography of Electricity in Europe, recent trends
4. Lessons learnt from the trends at the grassrootlevel. Subsidiarity

These points will be explained following the enclosed illustrations, also available as
overhead transparencies. To the listener and also the reader it is just boring with only
words, words and more words.

1. From the Romans and from the Vikings to EU

Seen from a historic Millennium perspective nothing is new in the trends of
globalisation. Let us remember the Roman Empire 2000 years ago with its border, the
"limes" with the barbarians in these areas of today's Belgium. My first illustration (No
1) shows one of the worst barbarian intrusions along the coasts of Europe and Canada,
in other words the Viking empire just 1000 years ago. The Vikings were even more
global than the Romans because they also discovered "Vinland" (i e America).
Columbus, born in Italy but sponsored by the Spanish Isabella, arrived by mistake 500
years later but his so-called discovery (Columbus thought it was India) and his epigoni
and their discoveries of a new world were the base for the first global empires: Portugal
and Spain. In most global empires and networks later in our history sailing and
colonisation were the dominating criteria. The German Hanse, Portugal, Spain,
Netherlands, Britain and today USA.... for all these "ruling the waves" was a common
feature.
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But until, this century the communications were slow which meant that it was
impossible for a central government to maintain a total control of the local economies,
especially the areas far away from the capitals. The small geographic domains ruled by
local dictators, often noble men, were very powerful and independent compa- red with
the municipalities of today. Farming was the main job for most people world wide. 'The
nations and their heads, the kings played a big role from around 1.500 until our day
when the EU is taking over more di\d more from its national member states. Large scale
private firms, also titled the NGOs (non governmental organisations) nowadays may
have as large turnover as the GNP of many nations. These multinationals prefer to erase
all types of political borders. Let us look at an illustration of some typical structures of a
multinational firm, ill., No 2. Among these important global actors are for instance:
Shell, General Motors, Ford, Microsoft, Nokia, IKEA, Westinghouse, Chrysler-
Daimler, Unilever, AOL TimeWarner (the latest one) just to mention some. The
electricity companies are for natural reasons more bound to their parts of the work! for
instance Europe and America. We have to leave this historic fact saying that nothing is
new in history. Empires, today also private ones of different kinds, leave and enter the
scene. Do we all consider that our old nations in Europe seem to lose political influence
daily?

Not only the EU but also the multinationals and the local levels can be winners, because
no technology seems to erase the feelings of local/regional identities for most citizens.
We defend our home areas also in a global world. Home sweet home forever in other
words. The German economist August Losch in his theories spoke in his famous work
"Die raumliche Ordnung der Wirtschaft" (The Economics of Location) about that "ein
beschrankter Umkreis" (i.e. limited home area) remains as a given base to most
economic activities and to all citizens world wide, also in our time. Another work!
known scientist, Torsten Ha'gerstrand, Prof Emeritus at the Dept of Human Geography,
Univ., of Lund (Sweden) has in 1995 in a cross-disciplinary Forum in Dublin given a
very interesting paper entitled A look at the political geography of environmental
management. "Today the gap is wide between those who talk, write and make decisions
from a bird's eye view of the world and those who deal with the realm within their
reach: households, firms and single purpose agencies''. Hagerstrand could have added:
as well as concerned local municipalities! But how to apply this to the nuclear sector of
northern Europe'?

Safe, nuclear production in for instance Sweden and Germany will be closed down but
replaced over a long period probably by dirty coal and less safe nuclear deliveries of
electricity in the coming years. A cable (built in spite of the objections from the town of
Karlshamn) on the bottom of the Baltic Sea from Sweden to Poland will be taken into
operation this year making it possible for us to import electricity from Poland or from
less safe nuclear reactors in Russia with lower standards for safety and emissions.. A
German drawing illustrates this dilemma in a special manner. See illustration No 3. In
the municipalities with NPPs in Sweden and in Germany we don't understand the logic
in this national and international play. The gap between the government's decisions and
the local understanding of it is wide.
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2. The history of siting and of closing nuclear facilities

It is remarkable to notice that no new place for a new Nuclear Power Plant is current in
the EU today. But in eastern Europe there are still some new NPPs in the political
pipeline as well as in China, Japan and South Africa. In Europe, America and also Japan
it was quite different in the period 1960-85. The companies with interest in the nuclear
industry were seeking suitable sites for new NPPs like the following drawing from
Scandinavia, illustration No 4 and 5. It is about boys, it was always about boys, no girls
were playing with nuclear plants as if they were Danish Lego Pieces. Most often the
mayors and the local boards in the selected areas were very positive to this new high
tech industry and its most welcome jobs.... if they were asked at all before "decision"
making in the company and in the nation by the "big boys". The DAD-system (Decide,
Announce, Defend) was typical at this period. Are we better off in applying fairer local
decision making today? Yes, I would argue so and explain why it is a must in the next
illustration No 6, taken from a brand new German dissertation by Dr Jiirgen Aring,
Akademie fur Raumforschung und Landesplannung, ARL, Hannover 1999 and entitled
Suburbia. Postsuburbia-Zwischenstadt. Illustration No 6, Wandel des
Demokratiemodells (A democracy in transition).

Nowadays the nuclear industry doesn't ask for new sites for NPPs but for cables and in
the nuclear sector the industry is negotiating for radio- active transports and for sites
and rocks suitable for radioactive waste facilities. To pass the local level by informing
"afterwards" is not sufficient anymore so let us announce that the DAD-method must be
obsolete or expressed in clara verba: DAD is dead. In this new century with most of the
developed world living in advanced democracies the industry has to create a creative
atmosphere for dialogues in the geographic areas i e in the municipalities chosen with
the help of many scientific, economic and most important of all, transparent studies. My
Swedish colleagues will give one example from Oskarshamn of what is going on to
improve a dialogue with a concerned local population regarding these difficult matters.
Also our municipalities Osthammar and Nykoping are involved in broad information
projects related to the preparations for a final storage facility in Sweden.

3. The new Geography of Electricity in Europe

Let's look at the cover pages (No 7 and 8) in colour demonstrating the start of
Europeaization. Less than five years ago, let us say in 1995, most companies in the
electricity market (both production and distribution) were national, often regional within
the nation. But already today it is not easy for everyone to say who owns whom and
which pipelines and gridlines and cables will be realised in the coming decade. Swedish
Vattenfall owns many shares in Hamburgs El Co (HEW). Vattenfall can install a new
electricity plant in the old site of Greifswald NPP. Our Swedish Sydkraft is nowadays
governed not only by some Swedish towns, but more and more by new shareholders as
the large Norwegian Statkraft (Norwegian Government owned) and the very large
German Preussen Elektra (VEBA). Nobody can be sure of who is building new power
stations in Europe. The supply of electricity in the former Soviet empire in East Europe
is still influenced by the old large scale integration of the satellite nations to the USSR
but Western companies are now buying more and more also in East Europe. The
weaknesses of a very centralised system in absurdum are lessons learnt from the Soviet
Empire. This is shown in most sectors including the nuclear power sector and its related
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safety control. The loca! municipalities with nuclear installations in the Soviet system
had almost no idea of what was taking place in their NPPs more than from rumours told
by employees being very dependent in their jobs there. The NPPs also meant a lot to the
communes because of their investing in the local infrastructure, some- times also
delivering district heating as for instance in Greifswald and NovoVoronez.

A privatisation of the electricity market is now taking place in Europe. Many Swedish
municipalities have sold their electricity sales companies during the last five years.
These firms are now owned by the big national companies or by foreign shareholders.
As a result the mayors and other local politicians have, of course, got less of an insight
into the important energy sector. The internationalisation of production going on, is
being followed by a growing deregulation (see ill., No 8) following the EU-supported
mles of a new common market also for electricity. The national scene is of less and less
importance. The play and the roles of different actors in the electricity market is
confusing to everyone including the mayors and the loca! democracies. What should be
learnt by the communes in the local democratic decision making from the rapid
changing background of Electricity? And what should our communes ask for in our
home nations and here at the EU and other important international organisations? Let
me try to give some examples of what I think European municipalities could ask for
here at the EU.

4. Lessons i?arnt from the trends at the grassroot level

At last, let me try to sum up what could be done to strengthen the legitimate role of the
local democracies in the field of energy, especially the production and supply of
electricity.

Let us start with our hosting organisation, the European Union, EU and what we want to
argue for a the EU, seen from a local, democratic point of view. First of all, the EU
luivSn't taken a clear position either regarding the existing situation or the future of
nuciear energy in Europe. The EU therefore is expected to formulate a more precise and
concrete energy programme and specify its attitudes to the future of the nuclear
generation. Secondly the EU, as well as other international organisations, must improve
the coordination of the standards for a more and more integrated Electricity market, in
the long run in a European perspective. The EU must work all the harder to create
common, fair and similar conditions for electricity generation in Europe by, for
instance, introducing more similar taxation and environmental standards of energy
production and consumption. If the EU fails to do so, the existing chaos of national
systems will continue and cause confusing situations, especially at the loca! site levels.
The memories of agreements like those abbreviated at international meanings with
names like Rio, Kyoto, Agenda 21 and ES.DP will then just remain as solemn but not
valid terms of reference, if this chaos happens the energy companies may locate new
facilities and distribute electricity, probably in an irrational way, compared to a situation
with synchronised rules for investing energy companies on the European market. Those
countries having the lowest taxes and the lowest environmental requirements will be of
greatest interest for investors. In the sector of shipping this system is entitled "The dag
of convenience". The summary of this scenario is not too attractive for us, I think.

The EU Commissioner of the Environment Mrs M WalJstrom (ex Minister in the
Swedish Government) confesses frankly that our Europe is not moving in the right
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direction if we shall fulfil our EU-obligations to reduce the greenhouse gases by 8% by.
the year 2012. She underlines that there is an urgent need for the EU to act harder for
the "Kyoto" agreement. I think most of us agree that she is right. But nothing is said
about the role of nuclear energy in the interval at least as an important means to reduce
the greenhouse effect. One idea could be that the EU creates common European rules
for when and how Environmental Impact Studies (EIS) must be made. Why not apply
such a rule or standard of EIS to any closing down of a nuclear power plant. What are
the environmental impacts of closing down a NPP? How is its production replaced and
what are the greenhouse effects, for instance? Anyhow a common European view on
nuclear energy is wanted. Already in 1985 the ElS-directive was introduced and it was
further developed in 1997, including the decommissioning. But what about the follow
up at the EU? Why was, for example, Sweden allowed to ignore an EIS when phasing
out NPP Barseback 1 recently? And how are the plans in Germany for EIS in the
nuclear sector? On the other hand, Finland is a good example of implementing the EU-
rules by making an EIS for a planned fifth reactor. One way (less controversial) to
correct the direction towards more sustainable goals is to start at the grassroots level,
and foremost with our own ways of living. Why not start in the large urban areas of
Europe where the car traffic is a plague to anyone living there? Here as well as in urban
areas with congestion problems in Europe a road pricing system could be one idea to try
just to reduce the emissions and the greenhouse effects. But the car is to most of us as
the holy cow is in India. New less polluting cars are being introduced but they will
never be a solution to the accidents and to the congestions. The growing consumption of
fossil fuels must be reduced world wide anyhow.

Subsidiarity is a key term for EU. In this context i. e. from our local decision making
point of view this means that any municipality with large-scale electricity related
facilities located within its boundaries now, or in the planning procedure must be
involved already at a very early phase of the siting procedures. A Swedish vision for
the EU-states could be that our local veto right will be performed by all member nations
as well as our rules for a more transparent decision making procedure.

A local democracy must have the right to be informed in time and have the right not
only to say no, but also to forbid non-desired locations. The rule is not totally clear and
not always applied, even in Sweden, but our municipalities are very unified on this
principle and they fight for it. In some cases the rule was broken, for instance at
Karlshamn, where the new Poland-Sweden Cable starts. The town of Karlshamn tried in
vain to prevent the construction of the cable. Environmental reasons were under- lined
by the municipality of Karlshamn.

Finally at the EU level the local authorities of Europe with nuclear installations should
cooperate continuously with the politicians in the permanent Committee of Regions,
maybe by creating a special European network just for nuclear matters related to local
participation and local democracy, in other words just with the aim of implementing the
EU-principle of Subsidiarity also at nuclear sites. With such a permanent network there
is maybe a chance to reduce the widening gap between the bird's eye, the level of
Europe, the level of multinationals on one side and those, on the other side, who deal
with the local, earthbound activities "in situ".
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III., No 1

VIKING EXPEDITIONS

It was mostly the Norwegian and Danish Vikings whu sailed westwards.
The Swedish Vikings usually sailed eastwards. (13)
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111., No 3

"Is doch logisch-oder?"
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Local democracy in transition from the Ford model to the
Post Ford model for decision making. Today more non-
political groupes interfere!

III., No 6
REPRASENTATIVES DEMOKRATIEMODELL
(FORDISTISCHE MODERNE)

KORPORATISTISCHES AUSHANDELN VON POLITIK

BEIM BURGER AKZEPTANZ DES REGIERT WERDENS

empirica

KOMPLEXES DEMOKRATIEMODELL
(POSTFORDISTISCHE UMBRUCHPHASE)

STARKERES DURCHSETZEN VON INDIVIDUAL- UND GRUPPENINTERESSEN

OFFENE FRAGE: MEHR ODER WENIGER DEMOKRATIE?
empirica

Entwurf: J. Aring 1998



Paper given at the EU-sponsored Conference by GMF in Brussels Febr 2-3, year 2000,
The theme of the Conference; Local democracies and Nuclear Power Plants.
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